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Classical songhooks open patth to
Mozart, Mendelssohn, Italiarl songs
by Nora Hamerman

26 Italian Songs and Arias
edited by John Glenn Paton

Alfred Publishing Co., Van Nuys, Calif., 1991
152 pages, paperbound, $7.95 (medium-high,
medium-low)

24 Songs by Mendelssohn
edited by John Glenn Paton
Alfred Publishing Co., Van Nuys, Calif., 1992
96 pages, paperbound, $9.95 (high, medium)

12 Songs by Mozart
edited by John Glenn Paton
Alfred Publishing Co., Van Nuys, Calif., 1992
72 pages, paperbound, $8.95 (high, medium)

Over the past two years, John Glenn Paton, a veteran singing
teacher who is now professor emeritus of the University of
California at Berkeley, has brought out three new editions of
the classic vocal repertoire through the Alfred music publish
ing company.
In 1991 this reviewer jumped for joy at seeing the first of
these, 26 Italian Songs and Arias: An Authoritative Edition
Based on Authentic Sources. The reason was that for years I
had been attempting, without success, to track down the
original keys and original accompaniments to the popularly
available versions of the 17th- and 18th-century Italian songs
and arias that are so often taught to beginning voice students
in versions that were shellacked with dubious dynamic and
tempo markings and romantic, heavy piano accompaniments
which clearly had nothing to do with the style desired by
composers of the era of Scarlatti and Vivaldi.
Mr. Paton, it turned out, had spent more than 15 years
researching in libraries all over Europe to produce his edition,
and despite its flaws, some of which I will mention below, the
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These "Vocal Masterwor " editions, each available in
two keys, are well produced, �asily readable scores, and in
a tradition Alfred has already tablished in its piano scores,
they distinguish between Urt xt (exactly what was written
by the composer, as it is dete ined from autograph manu
scripts or the most reliable earl Printed versions) and editori
al suggestions, by printing th latter in a light gray type (or
in the case of suggested orna ents, in smaller notes). And
they are all in a modest price r nge under $ 10.
By now, the Paton edition� span what academic musicol
ogists call the "baroque," the "� lassical," and the "romantic"
eras in music, as these categori es are nonsensically but com
monly applied to refer to fiX periods in time. In reality,
most of the music in all thre Paton books falls within the
scope of the classical approac to art-that is, it adheres to
notions of proportion and bea,ty which we trace all the way
back to fifth century B.C. Ath�ns.
I
The Italian songs
:
Since I have reviewed the �6 Italian Songs in other loca
tions, suffice it to quickly indi6ate here Paton's accomplish
ment. First he identified som� of the well-known "ancient
airs," like "Se tu m'ami, se �ospiri," as mid- to late- 19th
century forgeries of the 17th �entury style, while leaving a
question mark over the ugly ,, me raggio del sol," attributed
without evidence to Antonio C Idara, a prolific operatic com
poser of the early 18th centu . Second, he provided a page
of text for each song which gi s its context in the opera from
which it was taken, a Phone c guide to pronunciation for
English-speakers, literal wo d-for-word translations, and
background information on e composer and the manu
scripts which were consulted. l
In each case he lists the orj.ginal key, although oddly, he
chose not always to print the Ilece in that key. In a couple of
cases, his choice of a key one lf-step lower than the original
seems to reflect Paton's aw ness of the fact that standard
pitch in the 18th century was nearly a half-step lower than
I
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today. In others, the decision seems more arbitrary.
Indeed, all of Paton's new editions beg the question of
the urgency of correcting modern trends in tuning. Starting
in 1988, the Schiller Institute has campaigned internationally
to restore the tuning fork to middle C at 256 Hz (yielding a
concert A no higher than 432 Hz, slightly but significantly
lower than the arbitrary modern pitch of A=440). This initia
tive, which was prompted by Lyndon LaRouche on the basis
of restoring the lost unity between physical science and art,
won the support of an impressive plurality of the world's top
professional singers, and even reached the point of having a
bill introduced into the Italian Parliament, modeled on an
analogous initiative by Giuseppe Verdi in 1884.
Those of us who have tuned our keyboard instruments to
that classical pitch, will probably stick to the old Schirmer
edition for Caldara's "Alma del core," rather than Paton's
transposition to A-flat (in his "medium high" book). Also,
the familiar version, in this case, contains the original 16measure instrumental introduction, which Paton unaccount
ably omits. On the other hand, it is very valuable to learn
that in the original opera, La Costanza in Arnor Vince L'!n
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restored edition of the famous "Per la gloria" (also, in the
correct original key!), and you will never want to go back to
the ironed-out rhythms of the familiar version.
Mozart

Being an art historian by training, I was delighted by
the cover of the 12 Mozart Songs, a painting of Vienna by
Bernardo Bellotto, a Venetian view-painter, which was done
around 1760, shortly before the Mozart family first came to
Vienna. This picture, showing the cross-fertilization of Ital
ian and German culture that inspired Mozart, seemed to cap
ture the kind of authenticity without preciosity which Paton
is seeking in the Alfred editions. There are fewer revelations
here, and one gains little in the way of "corrections" relative
to, say, the familiar Peters edition ofthe Mozart lieder scores.
But the big plus is the little essays that precede each piece.
The first number in the book gave your reviewer a wel
come jolt. "Ridente la calma" is an Italian da capo aria (an air
in the a-b-a form) which had always puzzled me-it simply
did not fit into my notion of Mozart at any point in his develop
ment. Not being a Mozart scholar, this misgiving remained an
unarticulated "hunch," but I had avoided teaching or singing
the piece because it seemed so oddly un-Mozartean, and also,
because the text does not fit the notes very well. According to
Paton, the opening theme is not by Mozart at all, but is rather
his adaption to a different text, of an aria for soprano and
orchestra by his good friend, the Czech composer JosefM ysli
vecek. What is by Mozart, other than the adaptation to piano
and the new words, is the middle section, which is audibly the
most akin to Mozart's operatic music.
In addition, we learn that the strophic song "Die Zufried
enheit" was originally set to be accompanied by mandolin
before Mozart adapted it for piano, that the poem had been
published first with music by Neefe (Beethoven's first teach
er), and that there is an unfinished sketch for a setting by
Beethoven himself. Paton also comments, refreshingly, that
the optimism of the poem, written in 1776, expressed the
spirit of the times as seen in the events of Philadelphia that
year. We learn that the "pp" marking at the end of the sublime
"Abendempfindung" is the only pianissimo Mozart ever
wrote in a song score. In another celebrated Mozart song,
"Das Veilchen," Paton notes that we cannot know whether
Mozart himself intended the three tempo changes that are
marked in the first printed edition, and also makes the surpris
ing assertion that Mozart may not have known that the poem
was by Goethe, since one of the two anthologies in which it
was published, did not list the author's name.
In the preface, Paton reports on the guidance for interpre
tation of the ornaments called appoggiaturas which is given
in a violin method book written by Mozart's father Leopold
in 1757. Paton shows how these ornaments would be written,
and on a staff below, how they should be played. Unfortu
nately the second example is reversed, a proofreader's lapse
which should get fixed in future printings.
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Handel's way tP learn
figured bass
I

Continuo Playing AC Ording to Handel:
His Figured Bass Exe cises
with a commentary by

�

avid Ledbetter

Clarendon Press, Oxfor ,U.K., 1990

106 pages, hardbound, 1)44.95;
paperbound, $24.95
I

"Nobody who has acquired the ability to accompany ba
roque music from a figured �ass will be satisfied to return
to using written-out realizatibns, " remarks David Ledbet
ter in his introduction to thi� book. He adds, "The main
advantage is in fact one of t�e reasons why the system of
bass figuring was originally lievised-it allows flexibility

Mendelssohn

1

Felix Mendelssohn's Opus and 9, published respective
ly in 1827 and 1830, each cont, ined12 songs, but the Paton
edition is the first to rectify art injustice done to his gifted
older sister Fanny. She was t�e actual composer of three
songs in each set. Born into a �ealthy family with a leading
social position in Berlin, FannyiMendelssohn had compliant
ly accepted her family's decisibn not to publicize her great
talent.
i
Fanny ( 1805-47) and Felix � 1809-47) were grandchildren
of the philosopher Moses Me�delssohn. As described by
Paton, "Rising from complete �overty, [Moses] was able, as
a silk merchant to support his iwife and six children and to
entertain the frequent visitors iwho sought him out for his
wisdom. Moses was the first Jew who wrote books in German
and the first German who translated the first five books of the
Bible directly from Hebrew. I� a time when most Jews were
not accorded civil rights or ¢itizenship, Moses' intellect
brought him universal respec�. He was often heralded by
those who supported full civil nghts for the Jewish popula
tion." Felix's mother, Lea Soldmon Mendelssohn, had stud
ied music with a pupil of J.S. iBach, and numerous unpub
lished Bach scores were handed down in the family. She gave
the children their first piano ldsons. Through Karl ZeIter, a
friend of Goethe, the two youn�sters learned to write strophic
songs (with the same music re�ated for each stanza of text).
When Felix was 12 years �ld, he was taken by ZeIter to
Weimar, where he played B.ch fugues for the old poet
Goethe. In 1822, during a family visit, Goethe indicated his
approval of Fanny Mendelsso"n's songs to his poems. She
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in the choice of accompanying instrument, and the same
part can be used for organ, harpsichord, lute, or the oboe,
each of which has its own accompaniment style. The tex
ture and tessitura of the accompaniment can also be adjust
ed to suit the instrument accompanied. In the many ba
roque sonatas which allow alternative instrumentation the
accompaniment will not be the same for the quiet flute or
recorder as it is for the more extrovert oboe or violin." By
extension, one might assume that in the1 7th- and18th
century Italian songs and arias, a different accompaniment
would be used for a light soprano as opposed to a dramatic
voice, for example.
This book reproduces the exercises which George
Frederick Handel devised between1724 and the mid1730s, when he was harpsichord teacher to the Daughters
of King George II of England-Princesses Anne, Caro
line, Amelia, and Louisa. Princess Anne was a lifelong
friend of the composer and a gifted musician, and he took
the trouble to devise a comprehensive course for her. This
course takes you from simple root-position triads all the

was then just17. One of these, the duet "Suleika und Hatem,"
is published in Opus 8; interestingly, Felix Mendelssohn never
dared publish any of his settings of Goethe until after the poet
had died. While the Mendelssohn songs are not at the level of
the greatest German lieder, they are worthy of being sung much
more than they are, and they played a very important role in
his development as a composer, along with the influence of J. S.
Bach. As Paton points out, they were also very important as
the jumping-off point for Robert Schumann's lieder. A good
example of the importance of vocal music for Felix Mendels
sohn's instrumental composing is Op. 9, No.1, "Frage"
("Question"). The striking phrase on the three opening words,
"1st es wahr?" ("Is it true?") was used by him several months
later as the basis of his A major string quartet. One is reminded
of Beethoven's use of the question, "Muss es sein?" ("Must it
be?") as the theme for a movement in one of his late string
quartets, a theme whose answer, "Es muss sein!" ("It must
be!"), he also wrote as a canon. Although Felix and Fanny
Mendelssohn were apparently unfamiliar with Schubert's songs
when they wrote Op. 8 and 9, Felix was keenly aware of the
compositional method of Beethoven.
Paton comments that in Opus 8, Fanny Mendelssohn's
songs had an expressiveness that Felix's lacked, and that he
took the leap to her level only in Opus 9. If this is right,
then the "historical injustice" being rectified here goes well
beyond the issue of putting Fanny's name on some songs.
One anecdote recounted in the book underscores Fanny
Mendelssohn's achievement. During a visit to Britain's
Queen Victoria and her German consort, Prince Albert, in
1842, Mendelssohn played the organ at Buckingham Palace
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way through exercises in fugue. !-landers exercises are
interspersed with brief commentarits by Ledbetter which
explain the purpose of each exercise. Since the book was
produced in England, some of the terminology takes a bit
of getting used to, for example the word crotchets for what
are usually called quarter-notes on tijis side of the Atlantic.
At the back of the book there are nearly 40 pages of
specimen realizations of the exercises.
In Paton's 26 Italian Songs andiArias, the bass line is
always the original bass line of the composer, whereas the
other notes are the editor's realization. Quite a few of
these arias are available in facsimile editions of the origi
nals now-some of which are pa.Jttially reproduced, as
illustrations, in the Paton volume. If one takes the trouble
to learn bass figuring as taught by liIandel, then it will be
possible to make one's own accompaniments to the Italian
songs, possibly by the expedient of copying out the bass
line and vocal line onto a separate score. It's all good
exercise for developing a capabililty for the lost art of
classical composition.-Nora Hamerman

while Albert and Victoria sang. Felix Mendelssohn found a
copy of his Opus 8 songs, and to his embarrassment, the
queen chose "Italien," a setting o( a poem by Grillparzer.
When the queen praised the song, �endelssohn had to admit
that his sister had composed it. Later he wrote to his mother
that the queen had the best "long h �h G" he had ever heard
from an amateur. Anglophiles and njlOnarchists should reflect
on the following process of degeneration: In the 16th century,
English royals (Henry VIII and Elizabeth I) composed poly
phonic music; in the 18th, they learned figured bass accompa
niment (the daughters of George II); even in the 19th, they
mastered bel canto singing. Whereas today. .
The issue of keys

The Paton Italian songs come in "medium high" and
"medium low" keys, pedagogical cajtegories which have little
to do with real tessituras of real singers. As long as A=440
and even higher pitches prevail, and musicians passively
accept them, it is hard to argue with these sometimes capri
cious transpositions. In the Mozart book, the "high" book
carries all pieces in the original keY$, while in the "medium"
book they are transposed down usuillly by a major or minor
third, with the exception of two whi¢h are only brought down
one whole-step, apparently in the <,tesire-mistaken, in my
view--of avoiding the extremes in range. From the stand
point of respecting the composer's intentions of vocal register
as an important part of his musica� ideas, if a song written
for a high voice (soprano or tenor) has a "low" quality, it
should have a symmetrically low quality for the low voice
(contralto or bass), should it not? These transpositions are
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very similar to those in the familiar Peters edition called
"low," but it seems that Paton, an experienced vocal peda
gogue, does not think there are many truly "low" voices,
especially among student singers.
The Mendelssohn book also comes in "high" and "medi
um," and here, in a departure from common music-publish
ing practice, in which "high" often simply means "original
keys," Paton transposes both ways: Two songs in the "high"
book are transposed upward, because the original settings
appear to be for lower voices. This only works, of course, if
you assume that the set is merely a collection of songs, and
not a cycle meant to be sung all together. Paton seems ambiv
alent about this.
There are several references in all of Paton's editions to
the fact that the modem A=440 pitch does not correspond to
the tuning used by the Italian baroque composers or Mozart
or Mendelssohn. In Mendelssohn's Opus 8, No. 1 1, "1m
Griinen," a piece in E major, Paton comments on p. 48, "If
the vocal tessitura seems too high in the original key, it is
partly because pianos are tuned higher now than in Felix's
time. If the song is performed in E-flat [a half-tone lower],
the result will be close to Felix's expectations." Indeed, the
score provides for a high B-natural, which, as you can dis
cover by consulting the Schiller Institute's Manual on the
Rudiments of Tuning and Registration (Washington, D.C.:
1992) is the very top note of a soprano's (or tenor's) third

register. In the higher A= 440 tuning, this note will be kicked
into the fourth, register-like appendage called the "super
high" or "whistle" register, a very different quality of voice.
This register appears rarely in lieder, and was not intended by
Mendelssohn here. Unfortunately-this is a small editorial
lapse-the same comment about singing the piece in E-flat
is reprinted verbatim in the "medium" version of the songs,
where it does not make sense, since here, the song is printed
in C major, and the long high note is a G. Although high G
is a very high note for a "medium" mezzo-soprano or baritone
voice, especially in the wrong, modem A=440 tuning, it
does not imply any shift into a different register. .1
What recommends the "Vocal Masterworks" series over
all, is that Paton operates from Ithe assumption that singers
and singing students are intellig¢nt and that if they know the
truth about a song, such as what key it was in, what the
character in the opera was doing� the context in which it was
written, and so forth, they willising it better. This accords
well with the fundamental prillciple of bel canto singing,
which is that we sing with our heads-both'in the technical
sense of "placing" the tone in .he head, and in the deeper
sense, that the brain is the most important organ used for
making music of any kind. As loog as we continue to use our
heads (which includes taking a critical view of Paton's or his
collaborators' editing suggestions), these are the best editions
·
around, for most of these pieces!

Stop the cult of 'political correctness'
Under the banner of 'political correctness,·
the public school curriculum has been rewritten
to eliminate real e�cation, in favor of infantilism
and hedonism. The result is widespread illiteracy
and a paradigm sh � toward homosexuality,
violence, and satanic cults.
Our report docurlnents how the National
Education ASSOCiation worked over decades to
implement this reform
Many opponentsl of such kookery in the
schools have foug t rearguard battles, but have
failed to stem the tIde of 'political correctness.·
Not only did they f�iI to understand the enemy
fully; they also lac�ed a real alternative. Our
report features Lyn� on LaRouche's proposal for
a classical educatidn curriculum, including
reviving the concepts of the Humboldt education
reform in 19th-century Germany.
High-quality public education is essential for a .
republ�, and is th� right of every child.
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